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Daley
A huge well done to LJ, Ethan, Harley, Rosie, Tyler, Lacey and
Josh who have made wonderful efforts in their handwriting this
week. Their hardwork is really showing within their written
work. 

Curie are becoming masters of cleaning up

Climbing
Some of Adams went to Awesome Walls this week to start their
climbing quali�cation. Connor, Andrew and David showed some
amazing climbing skills. Andrew and David even managed to
climb upside-down!!!

Well done to Banksy and Sonnie especially,
for his excellent effort at the Beechwood
today! Behaviour was exemplary too.
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Big well done to Ethan for his own incredible
representation of art in the style of Carolee
Clark! So so alike! 👌

Well done to Ethan and Sam for their
excellent problem solving in Maths today
using our squashy boxes!

Daley
Daley had a magni�cent Science lesson learning about materials
and their properties. Well done to Tyler, LJ, Josh, Alissa, Rosie,
Ethan, Harley and Lacey.

Finley - Star Mathematician
Finley has been working really well in maths. This week he
focused on converting between fractions and decimals.
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Casey's Presentation of Research

Casey's final piece

Parks - The World Around Us
This term we are learning about the Sikh religion. Great work
from Fin, Seb and Logan when focusing on main beliefs in
Sikhism.
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JP and Oscar made a great start to their block coding in STEM.
Soon they will be programming their own robots!

Parks - PHSE
This week we had an interesting discussion on the effects of
drugs and alcohol. Some mature work from Lewis, Paige and
James.

Great work from Seth looking at population distribution across
the world.

Libby has been working on an illustrated book about bullying
and mental health. It looks amazing!

Jayden.F worked extremely well in his world
around us lesson, both with his research and
reading aloud to the class. Well done!
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Olly has created both tone and texture in his
first piece of art work for the natural forms
topic. Well done Olly.

Jayden from Adams Class has been experimenting with bold
colours and abstract style this week.

Connor has been deciphering map symbols this week.
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David has shown understanding of the causes of the Crusades
this week.

Olly, Bobby and Ruby made their own
chicken nuggets in cooking this week. It is
safe to say, they were better than
McDonalds!

ASDAN Computing
Sam has been working hard on his ASDAN computing. Here he
has been developing his photo editing skills

Computer Science
Jack has been working hard learning to use selection in python
in GCSE computer science

Tommy made some very tasty rocky road 🤤
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Hamilton have been learning about the heart
and blood vessels

TUESDAY 28th MARCH is the robotics
competition. Our STEM TEAM will be
heading to the RAF museum in Shropshire
to compete and hopefully bring home more
trophies 🏆 We will be focusing on the robot
during STEM after school clubs 💪
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